
Ohemistry. - "In-, mono- and plU1,iva1'iant equilibria," XXVII. 
By Prof, F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. 

(Commuoicated at the meetio8 of May 3, 1924), 

Singular equilibria. 

When in an equilibrium of n components in r phases: 

E(n, r)(;') = A + B + . , . + L + J.lf, ., + R (1) 

between the 1" phases L M , , . R a phases-l'eaction 

"1 L + Àt J.lf, , , + "r' R = 0 , (2) 
may oceur, then we shall call this equilibrium "singular" and we 
shal\' as in (1), represent it by E (n. r)(l"). We call the 1" phases, 
which participate in the phases-reaction, the "singular" phases; the 
r-l" olher ones, whir.h do not pal'licipate in this reaction, the 
"indiffel'en t" phases. Reaction (2) is called: the singuJar l'eaction. 

When 1" = 1', then it passes into the equilibrium E(n, r), fOl'merly 
discustled, which is monovariant. 

In equilibrium (1) only one singular part occurs, viz, L M, , . R. 
ho wever, there are also equilibria wilh two and more singulal' parts. 
Before discllssing mOl'e in detail those equilibl'ia, we fil'stly shall 
ind icate some exam pIes. 

I. Equilibria witlt one singular part, E (n . r) (1"). 

In the equilibl'illm 
a. E (n . 3) (2) = sollltion+ (ice + water-vapour), 

just as we sltall do in the following examples, Ihe singular phases 
are placed between pal'entheses. It is viz. evident that in tltis equi
librium, independent on the J1umber' of compoflents and on the 
composition of the solution, the reaction ice ;: walel'-\'apoul' may 
OCCUl' always, 

The same is tme for equilibria as: 
b, E (n , 3) (2) = 80lu tion + (solid benzol + vapoul' benzol) 
c. E(n. 3) (2) = solution + (solid naphtalene + vapoul' naphtaleIle) 

etc, also fOl' the equilibrium: 
d. E (n , 4) (2) = A + solution + (ice + water-vapour) 

whel'ein A may repl'esent a solution, a mixed-crystal or a constant 
solid substance. 
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\Vhen we repl'esent the two modifications of asolid substance F 
by F« and FIi' then: 

e. E (n . 3) (2) = solution + (FCJ. + Fp) 

j. E (n . 3) (2) = vatl0ut· + (F~ + F p) 
g. E (n .4) (2) = solution + vapOllr + (F~ + F~) 

are equilibl'ia, in which FCJ. + F(l is rhe singnlar part, independent on 
the fact how many components the liquid or the vapoUl' contains. 

When we represent by Z alld Z. a H,O an anhydric substance 
and its hydrate, then the equilibria: 

h. E(n. 4) (3) = solution + (water-vaponr + Z + Z. a H,O) 
i. E (n . 5) (3) = A + solution + (water-vapoUl' + Z + Z. a H, 0) 

are also singulat' ones. Herein A may represent a liquid, a mixed
crystal or a constant solid substance. 

In the examples, mentioned above, the singlIlar part consists of 
constant phases only, viz. of phases, the composition of w hich is 
IInvai'Ïable. There are, however, also equilibria, the singulal' part of 
which contaÏns one or more variabie phases. 

This is f.i. the case in the equilibrium 

j. E (n . 3) (2) = A + (solid substance + liquid), 

when the liquid gels the same composition as the solid substance, 
independent on the fact whelhet' this substance is mixed-erystal or 
it has a constant composition. A may represent a liquid, a vapour, 
a mixed-crystal or a constant solid substance, 

The same is also true for equilibria: 

k. E (n . 3) (2) = A + (solid 8ubstance + vaponr) 
Z. E(n. 3) (2) = A + (mixed-crystal + liqnid) 
m. E (n . 3) (2) = A + (mixed-crystal + vapour) 
n. E (n . 3) (2) = A + (liquid + vaponr), 

when the two lallel' phases have Ihe same composition, and also 
for the equilibria: 

o. E (n .4) (3) = vapour + (liquid + AI + A,) 
p. E (n . 4) (3) = liquid + (vapour + AI + A,), 

when the Jatter three phases have such composition that one of them 
can be fOl'med fl'om the two other ones. 

II. Eqttilibria witk two or more singttZar parts, 

We shall represent equilibria with two singular parts by 
E (n . 1') (r') (I''') or by E (n , r) S,. Those equilibria exist only then, 
when the phases ot' Ihe two singulat· parls are different. 
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We might have examples of sueh equilibria ri. in 

q. E (n . 4) (2) (2) = (FI + F s) + (solution + vapour) 

1'. E (n . 5) (2) (2) = (Fl + F s) + solution + (iee + water-vapoui') 

s. E(n .6)(2)(3) = (Fl+Fs)+solution +(water-vapollr+Z+Z.aR.O). 

Equilibria, of which Iwo singular parts ha"e one or more phases 
in common, have always three or more singulal' parts; in other 
wOI'ds: wh en in an equilibriulIl two phases-reactions occlli', which 
have one Ol' more phases in common, then always more phases
reactions al'e possible. In pre\'ious eommunieations 1) we have seen 
that we cao dednce all I'eaction-equations when two of them are 
knowJI. 

Consequenlly wh en in the equilibrium Al + A, + solution + vapour 
a phases-reaction between Al A, and solution - and a phases-reaetion 
between AIA. and vapollr is possible, then it exists also between AI 
solution and vapour and between As solutioll and vapour. Conse
quently we lia"e an equilibrium : 

t. E (n .4) S4 = «Al + A, + solution + vapom)) 

wherein 4 singulal' reactions are possibie and which cont~ins, there
fOI'e, 4 diffel'ent singular pal'ts. In similar raset! we shall pI ace the 
singular phases in parenthesis. 

The equilibria E(n. n + 2) viz. equilibl'ia of n eomponents in n + 2 
phases belong also 10 this killd. As in genel'al in those eqllilibr'ia 
n + 2 singular reactions may oecnr, they are equilibria E(n . n + ~)Sq 

in which q = n + 2. In special cases, as we have seen pI'eviously S) 
q can be also smaller than n + 2; fnrther we still shall refer to 
an example. 

In this specimen of equilibria there may oecm' also phases, which 
take part in no single phases-reaction and which are cOllseqllently 
indifferent 10 all reactions. When we repl'esent by F" Ff3 and FI 
three moditications of a 80lid ~ubstance F, tiJen is 

u. E(n. 4) S, = liquid + «Fa. + F~ + F"I)) 

a similar equilib1'Ïllm. Herein are possible the three singular I'eactions 
Fa. ~ F,3, Fa. ~ FI and Ff3 ~ .}I"'-t, bilt the liquid is indifferent for 
each of those three reactions. Later we shall disruss a such-like 
example. 

1) F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS; these Proceedings XXIV 882 (1915); ] 100 (1916), 
I) In previous communications [Proceedings XX V 635, 627, (19] 6), 754, 860, 

939, 1102 (1917)] already several invariant equilibria with indifferent and singular 
phases have been discussed. In some cases we have even supposed a very special 
singularity. 

29* 
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Equilibria witlt one ,~1:n.Qulal' part, 

We rlOw 8hall cOllsider more in detail the equilibr'ia, in which 
ollly · one singIllal' part occur's, When we t.ake the singular pal't 
L 111 , , , ,R of tlle equilibr'ium (1) fOl' itself alone, th en we have 
an equilibrium in r' phases, bel ween which a phases-reaetion is 
possible, B'ormedy we havE" seen that suclr all eqllilihrium is mono
val'iant and is I'e~resented ill the PT-diagram by a CUl'\'e, We call 
this curve "the P1'-curve of the singular' par'!" or' also "Ihe singular 
P1'-cllrve", 

We now 8hall dedllce the following properly: 
an eqllilibr'ium E(n, 1') (1") is I'epresenled in tire P1'-diagram either' 

hy ils sillgular' P1'-cllrve or by a point of this curve, 

In order to dedllce this we imagine that aTi Rrbilraryeqllilibr'illm 
E passes Ihl'ough all stales, which per'mil Ihe killd of this equilihrilllll ; 
10 each of Ihose slates helOJlgs a defillite l' alld P_ Those fOl'm in 
a P1'-diagl'am Ihe P1'-area of tlle eqllilihl'iulll E, This al'ea. rnay be 
a field wilh one Or' more leaves,. a Cllrve, Or' also a point. 

We now take away from E in eaeh state in which it may be 
fonnd at e\'ery t.ime one Ol' mOl'e definite phases, but of course 
repeatedly Ihe same Olles; at every time there remaills an equilibr'illlll 
Ol' phases-complex E', Consequenlly wilh eaeh state of E astale 
of E' is correspollding; evel'ywhere wher'e the region of Eis found, 
we, Iherefol'e ft lid also Ihe region of E', But, as there ma.v be 
pel'haps also states of E' which do 1101 belollg to a state of E, 
the area of E' may perhaps exlend itself fllrthel'_ Consequently we 
may say: 

when we take away f\'Om all eqllilibr'illlll one Or' more phases, 
then the new P1'-ar'ea is extellded ovel' the fir'st one or' it coincides 
with it_ 

Now we apply this to the equilibr'ium E (n, r) (r'); wllen we take 
away f\'Om this the 1'-r' indifferent phases, then all equilibrium 
E(n, 1") (r') al'ises, viz, the singular part. This is monovariallt, as 
belween 'all phases a phases-I'eaction is possible; it is repl'esented 
in lhe PT-diagl'am by a Pl'-curve, 

It now follows fl'om the previolIs that this PT-clll've must extend 
itself over lire area of the E"quilibr'ium E (n , J') (1") Ol' tlrat it must 
coincide with this, The equilibrium E (n , r) (1") is, therefore, either 
a point of tllis P1'-cul've Ol' it coincides with it. 

When lire equilibrium E (1t ,1') (1") is repl'esented by its singular 
Pl'-cllrve, thell eOllsequenlly P allrl l'al'e depelldent on one another, 
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We then may choose Ol' TOl' P as inderendent val'iable ones, 
but not both at the same time, Yet, as we shaH see further, it may 
have still different other fl'eedoms, 

When E (n , 1') (I") is represented by a point of its singular PT
curve, thelJ consequently Pand T are completely determined, 

We may precise more in detail these results in the following 
way, We take at T. and undel' p. aD equilibrium: 

E. (n,r)(r')= A. + Bo'" + rJ o -+ Mo '" -+- Q. -+- R" (3) 

in which Ao B. ' " repl'esent the 1' -1" inditfel'ent pha!les and Lo ' , , 
R. the 1" singular phases. We l"epl'eselJt the phases-l'eaction lil the 
singlIlal' part by: 

}., Lo + ),. M • . , , -+ l,J R. = 0 , (4) 

We now take at To + ó. T alJd Po + ó. P aD equilibl'ium : 

E(n, r) (r') = A + B , .. -+- L -+- M" -+- Q + R (5) 

the phases of which ditfer intinitel,r little fl'om those of the equili
bl'Ïum Eo ' In a similal' way as ill (4) we may l'epl'esent the phaBe!l~ 
rea(~ ti 0 n , 

In OI'der to repl'esent the compositions of the phases of the equi
librium E we take n composants, FOl' this we choose the 1'-1" 

phases A. Bo ' , ,; of the 1" phases L. M. ' , , Ro we rnay choose 
1"-1 phases only, as those are dependent on one aDothel' in accord
ance with (4). Consequently we take still n-r + 1 free composallts 
X, Y . . , We represent , the composition of an arbih'al'y indifferent 
phase I by: 

I = lil X, , , + a Ao ' , , + m Ma ' , , + q Qo + Q R. (6) 

In ordel' to represent the 1'--1" indifferent phases, AB , " of E, 
we give in (6) to the val'iables successively Ihe indices 1, 2, , ,(r-r'), 

We shall repI'esent an arbitral'y singular phase S by: 

S=iI:' X", +.' Ao'" + m' M. " , + q' Qo + Q' R. , (7) 

In order to represent the 1" singular phases L M , , , of the equi
libl'ium E, we give in (7) to the variables the indices 1,2, ,,1", 

It is not necessary now that each of the parts of the singular 
equilibrium contains the n composants, We see f, i. in the examples 
a-g that the singular part conlains olie composallt only, in examples 
ft and i that it contains two composants, When we imagine in 
example j that .A l'epresents also asolid suustance, then the singular 
part contains all composants and the indifferent pal't contains only one, 

We now shall assume that these are n" composants which OCCUI' 

in both parts of the equilibrium; further that th ere al'6 njcomposants 
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which OC(~lIr in the indifferent pad ollly. We call them "indifferent 
cornposants" (not: the eornposants of tlle indifferent part, for this 
nnmber is 11g + nd. Furthet, there ma)' be ns composants, which 
occU!' in the singlIlar part only. Couseqnently we have ng + ni + 
+11s=n. 

A similal' equilibrium may sometimes exist only under vel'y defi
uite condilions, which we shall discuss later. We shall assume here 
that it exisls. Here mnst be noticed that it may exist always wheu 
thel'e is at least one variabie phase, which contains all composants 
and we may assulIle that this is the case with a liquid. In that 
case nj or n. are z.el'o then. We now shall di vide the eql1at.ions fOl' 
the equilibrium E into three gl'OllpS. 

The th'st gl'Ol1p relates to the indiffel'ent plut, taken rOl' itselr 
only. This is an equibrium of 12j + n.q cornposanls in 1'-r' phases; 
it has, therefore, nj + n" - (1'-7") + 2 freedoms. When we call i 
tha number of variables, which occnr in the indiffe/'ent part, then, 
conseql1ently, we may say also that between TP and Ihose i vari
ables there exist i - (ni + n,,) + (1'-1") equations. 

The second gl'Oup I'elates to the singula/' part, taken fOl' itself 
only. This eqllilibl'Ïllrn is monovariant. When we call $ the number 
of variables wltich OCCI/I' in this singular part, then, consequently, 
there are s + 1 equations hetween PT and those s ,·ariables. When 
we take, therefore, T as independent val'iable, then Pand the s 
other variables are, consequently completely defined. Consequently 
this eqllilibl'ium is represented by a (,.\lI've in a PT-diagrarn. 

The third gl'oup of equations expresses that the indifferent and 
t.he sillgular part are in equilibrium with oJ/e another. 

We now assume that as weil in the indiffel'ent part as in the 
singular part the/'e is a variabie phase; tlte first one then contains 
11j + n.q composants, the oUler one 11. + n" composants. It is sufficient 
now for the equilibrium that both those phases are in equilibrium 
with one anothel'. We then still get n" eqllations. 

Then we have [i-(11j + 119)+1'-1"] + (8+1) n.q equat.iolls bet ween 
the i + s+2 variables ; consequently the equilibl'Ïllrn h:1.S 11j -(1'-1")+1 
freedoms, 

In the following we shaIlI'e[H'esent nj viz, the number of indifferent 
composants by N, When we pilt l' - 1" = R then R represents, 
therefore, the nnmber of illdifferent phases, We rww shall call an 
equilibrium E (n . r) (1"), in which occur lV indifferent composants 
and R = r -1" indifferent phases, an equilibrium E (N, R). Then 
we find; . 

the singlIlar equilibrium E (N. R) has N-R + 1 freedoms, 
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This J'esult is not in accol'dance with the phase-rnle of GIBBS. 

The number of freedoms is viz. generally smaller than n-1' + 2 
and we are limited in the choice of those freedoms in so far, th at 
we may choose T or Pas indepenàent "ariable, but not both together. 

This deviation of the phase-rule is howevel' only apparent, in so 
far that this !imitation finds its cause in the conditions whieh we 
have attributed to the equilibrium. In a following communication 
we shall refer to this, 

This reslllt is in accordance also with that deduced in a previolls 
communieation viz. tliat an equilibl'ium E (n . ,') (1') has one freedom 
only. In a similar equilibrium is viz. N = 0 and R = 0 so that 
N-R + 1 becomes = 1. 

We may assume also that all phases of the singular part have 
a constant composition, this is a. o. the case in the examples a-ho 

The seeond group of eql1ations is redueed then to the one equation : 

, (8) 

In order to find the third gl'OUp we must express that one of the 
variabie indifferent phases is in equilibrium with each of the 1" 
singular phases, As, however, in accordance with (4) those are depend
ent. on one another, it is sufticient to take ,.'-1 of these phases; 
consequently we get 1"-1 equations, 

As in th is case ns = 0, follows ni + ng = n; further is s = O. 
The total numbel' of eql1ations becomes therefore i-n + ", while 
there are i + 2 val'Îables consequently tlle equilibl'Ïum has n-1' + 2 
freedoms. 

This result is in aecOl'dance with the number of freedoms follow
ing the phase-rule of GIBBS; the only limitation still is Hlat we may 
not choose P anei T at the same time as independent variahles. It 
is also in accOl'dance with the N-R + 1 fl'eedoms, which must 
have an equilibrium E (N, R); the number N of Ihe indifferent 
composants is viz, n-(1"-l); the number R of the indifferent 
phases is 1'-1"; consequently N-R + 1 = n-r + 2. 

It could still also be assuIlled that the 1'-1" indifferent phases 
have all a constant composition. Then the equilibrium eau exist, 
ho wever, only when some conditions are satisfied; we shall refer 
to this lateI'. When it is not a phases-complex but an equilibrium, 
then it is invariant. 

We may resume the previou8 in this way. 
An equilibrium E(N. R), consequently an equilibrium with one 

singulal' part, with N indiffer'ent composants and Rindifferent phases, 
has N-R + J freedoms. 
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When N-R + 1 > 0 then it is represented in a PT-diagram 
by its sillgnlar PT-curve. In each point of this cune the singnlar 
part is completely detined, but the indifferent part has still N-R 
freedoms. 

When N-R + 1 = 0 then it is represented by a point of this 
curve. 

Conseqllently it is apparent from the previous th at some of rhe 
equilibria with one singular pal·t are represented by their singular 
PT-cUl've, other olies by a point of this curve. Now it is the 
question which point of the curve it is. 

This case may not oeclII' at an eqllilibrium of which the singular 
part is constant; as Ihis has n-1' + 2 freedoms, l' should be 
= n + 2, Then, howevel', more than one phases-reaction is possible, 
Consequently we may expeet this case only with equilibda, of 
which the singular part conlains also variabie phases. , 

In order to examine this we take the equilibrium E. (n . r) (1") 

which we have represented in (3) and in which pbases-I'eaction (4) 
occurs. We now assume that at other temperatures and pressUl'es 
thel'e exists an equilibrium, as we ha.ve represented in (5); we 
suppose, however, thai Ibis is not an equilibrium E(n. r) (r') but 
an equilibriulIl E (n . 1') (r). In othel' words we assume that 
oetween the I' phases a phases-reactioll may occur, whic.h we shall 
represent by 

PI A + I', B ... + ÀI L + )., M . .. + Àr' R = 0 (9) 

This eqnilitH'ium is mono\'a.riant; in a P,T-diagl'am it is represented 
by a curve, the direction of which is detined lil every point by 

dP :2 (p H + :2 (À1'l) 

dl' :2(p V) + :2 (À v) 
(10) 

When this equilibrium pl'Oceeds along its PT-curve, then the 
reaction-coefficients ill (9) change continuously. We J10W assume 
thai in a definile point i all coefficients become zero; we then get the 
singular equilibrium (3) in which reaction (4) may occur. When 
we take 011 this curve points in the vicinity of i, then ";'1 IA, etc. 
get infinitely small values. 

The equilibrium (5) [viz. E (n . r) (r) as we have assumed] is 
converted therefore, in point i into the equilibrium (3). This can 
take place, howevel', only then, when the singular part contains 
also variabie phases. When viz. all phases were constant, then 
reaction (4) should be valid also al ways in (9) and there should be 
possible more than olie phases-l'eaction. 
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Now the singIllar part of (3) is represented in the Pl'-diagram 
by a curve, the direction of which is defined in each point by: 

dP 2' ().1J) 

dl' 2' (À v) 
(11) 

As in the point i ho wever 11 1 IA. etc, become zero, consequently 
(10) passes in this point into (11), Hence it follows, therefore, that 
the point i, in which the equilibl'ium (3) exisls, is the point of 
contact of its singIllar PT-curve with tbe equilibrium (5), 

Consequently we may considel' the equilibrium E. (n , r) (r') as 
an accidental state of the equilibrium E (11 ,1') (r); for th is reason 
we caIl E. (n , 1') (1") an "accidentally" sillgular equilibrium and 
E(n, r) ('/') the efluilibl'ium in its general form, COIlsequently it follows 
from this: 

An accidentally singulal' equilibrium is represented in the PT
diagram by a point; this point is the point of contact of the 
singular PT-curve [with the Pl'-('urve of the equilibrium in its 
general form, 

We now may pron~ also th at revel'sally a definite general equi
librium E(n ,1') (r) belorlg!! to each invariant equilibrium E. (n, ,,) (1,1' 

in which the singular part contains One or more variabie phases, 
Consequently we may conc\ude also: 

When an equilibl'Ïum with one single singulal' part is represented 
in a PT-diagl'am by a point of its singular PT-cul've, then this 
point is the point of contact of this curve with the PT-curve of 
the equilibrium in its general for'm, 

Equilibria with two or more sin.qulm' pa1'ts, 

When there al'e in an equilibrium q singular pal'ts, then thel'e 
are also q singular PT-curves, As the equilibrium must be situated 
on each of those q singular curves, it is represented, therefore, by 
the point of intel'section of those q Clll'ves, 

Consequently the temperatul'e Ti and the pressure Pi are completely 
defined;' yet a similar equilibrium may have sometimes still mor'e 
freedoms, as we shalJ see furlher, 

When q = 2, as in the examples q-s, tben tbe two singular parts 
are independent on one another and, therefore, also the , directionll 
of the two singulal' PT-curves in their point of intersection i, 

When q > 2, as in the examples tand u and in tbe equilibria 
E(n, n + 2), then the q singulat' pal'ts are dependent on one another; 
we can viz" as we have seen previously, deduce fl'om 2 reactioIl-
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equalions the q-2 olhel' ones. The dil'ectiolls of tlle q singtllal' 
PT-cUI'ves in their point of intersection i are, thel'efol'e, also dependent 
on one another. 

It shall not be necessary to show fllily Ihat equilibria will! more 
than 2 singIllal' pat"ts, which al'e independent on one anolhel', do 
not exist. 

Then we get fOl' the delillitioll of Tand P more than two eqn&lions 
which are independent. on one another, Ol' in othel' words: we have 
in the PT-diagmm more Ihan two arbitrary PT-cul'ves. It is evident 
th at only \'er~' occasionally Ihey shall go thl'ollgh one point. 

(To be continued) , 
Leiden. Lab. of lnor,q. Cltemistl'Y. 




